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INTRODUCTION

What is a brand?
PERSONAL BRAND IS...

BRAND
DRIVES
EVERYTHING
As an employee of NTS
Development and a
representative of the NTS
brand, it is expected that
the NTS brand values
guide your interactions
with colleagues,
clients, residents and
prospective residents,
and that you convey their
characteristics at all times.

The way you share your promise about
who you are with everyone you interact
with. Building your personal brand is
the most effective way to clarify and
communicate what makes you unique
and valuable. Those qualities will guide
your career and life. Brand is defined
not simply by what you do or say, but
by the experiences you deliver each
day. Your personal image includes
body language, your communication
style, your listening skills, your
interactions with colleagues and clients
as well as the way you show respect
and integrity, will either endorse or
destroy your personal brand and will
negatively or positively affect the brand
image of NTS.
This guide will help you to become
the best version of who you are.
NTS understands that our company
consists of people, thus your personal
brand and development will unlock
your potential as well as the ultimate
potential of NTS. We believe that our
success is your success, and your

success is our success. Our hope is
that what you learn here will help you
to develop as a person, and improve
the quality of your life.

CORPORATE BRAND IS…
Similar to your personal brand. A
corporate brand is how a company’s
guarantee is actually perceived by the
rest of the world. Real corporate brand
is what the public says it is; not what
you say it is. The services companies
provide, and the promises they make
and keep, are always filtered by the
brand of the company. Employee
actions create either a trusted brand
or one that has limited value. Every
employee interaction with colleagues,
customers and the community must
consistently reflect the brand of NTS.
Your clients, residents, and prospective
residents will either believe the brand
promise of NTS and build immense
loyalty, or they will doubt what it has to
offer based upon their interaction with
you. Corporate Brand is the soul of
a business.

A Brand is more than a name or a logo – it is a promise or a contract with every
customer with whom you are dealing. And if people feel that the offering does not
live up to what they expect from the brand, they will decide to stop buying.
— RICHARD BRANSON
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DISTINGUISHABLE BRANDS
These are logos of some of the world’s most valuable
global brands. These logos are the visual icons of
the brand promises of each of these business. Their
influence and greatness are only as good as the actions
of the people who work for each of these companies.
Their power comes from the ability of the people behind
them to share the brand attributes of each company

THIS IS THE NTS STORY…
The NTS brand has been built and fortified for over
50 years. NTS has created an exciting and luxurious
environment where delivering excellence is the rule,
rather than the exception. The innovative visionaries
who developed the NTS properties were looking
forward in time to develop communities that continue
to distinguish themselves as the preeminent place to
live. In order to preserve the legacy, to grow and to
be innovative, everyone must be able to articulate the
NTS brand and know how it relates to their roles at
NTS. We apply our brand values to every aspect of the
NTS experience: from how the properties look, to the
image of each employee, and most importantly, to the
service the residents and prospective residents receive.

they stand for. Great brands are built –
they do not simply happen. Every one of these
companies has a story about how they built their
corporate brand. They are singularly focused on
building a legacy for what each company provides
to the public and the character of the business they
are creating. Their brand value is solid, and was built
because their employees consistently communicated
the corporate brand message.

Maintaining these brand values is an integral part of
everyone’s job.
This manual is how we integrate you into this
brand story.

Your brand is the single most important investment you can make in your business.
— STEVE FORBES
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TIMELESS SUCCESS

U N M ATC H E D E X P E R T I S E

LEGENDARY
EXCELLENCE
COMMITTED

STRONG RESPONSIBILITY

I N N O VAT I V E T E A M
LUXURIOUS
			 C O M F O R T

ELEGANT

DISTINGUISHED

QUALITY

SUPREME PRIDE
UNRIVALED SERVICE

THRIVING
EXCITING
INTEGRITY

PROSPEROUS
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WHAT DO THESE WORDS MEAN TO YOU?
LEGENDARY

E XCELLENCE

DISTINGUISHED

COMMIT TED

E X PERIENCED

THRIVING

These brand attributes ensure consistency. The more consistent we are, the more likely it is that people will
understand what makes us special.
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T H IS IS W H AT T H E B R A N D
AT T R I B U T ES LO O K L I K E TO N TS

LEGENDARY EXCELLENCE
Legendary excellence means taking pride in one’s
position and self, with the goal of making an impression
that endures. Legendary means memorable, lasting
and valuable. Excellence is a standard all on its own.
Excellence means without flaws or imperfections.
The NTS properties create an experience, along with
memories, that will be carried through generationally
for the residents as well as the people who work
here. We want your brand and our brand to be more
than an immediate impact, we want them to be
legendary indeed.
You are the most important part of the NTS brand
experience. Your image, actions and communication
will be remembered by each resident and will continue
to impact the success of the company for years to
come. Knowing and understanding your powerful role,
while having a clear view of your responsibilities, is vital
for continuing brand strength and growth. How you
communicate the NTS brand will determine if the word
that follows legendary is excellence or forgotten.

How do you reflect legendary excellence?

How can you help others experience legendary
excellence?

Legendary excellence does not just happen. It must be built day by day and moment by moment.
How can you spend your days and moments building legendary excellence into the NTS brand?
How do you make your time and the resident’s time at an NTS property unforgettable?
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B R A N D

AT T R I B U T E S

The following words provide you with a foundation for making all of your decisions. Our five brand values are
represented below. Each triangle reflects one of the leading words, and the characteristics that support those
brand words are inside. The rest of this brand guide demonstrates how everything you do must be interpreted
first through these attributes to ensure that NTS lives up to its promises each day and that you perform at your
highest potential. It is vital that our clients and residents experience the same brand every day, whether in person
or on the phone.

Distinguished

Luxurious Comfort
Elegant

Timeless
Success

Quality

Unmatched
Expertise
Integrity

Legendary Excellence
Experienced

Thriving

Leaders

Innovative Team

Prepared
Diverse

Strong
Responsibility

Prosperous
Exciting

Supreme Pride
Unrivaled Service

Committed

A brand is a living entity – and it is enriched or undermined cumulatively over time,
the product of a thousand small gestures.
— MICHAEL EISNER
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B R A N D

I M P R E S S I O N S

According to a research study by Harvard
Medical University and Massachusetts General
Hospital, people evaluate your competence and
trustworthiness in the first quarter of a second
of seeing you, based solely on how you look.
Remarkably, opinions begin in the blink of an eye.
You are the most influential brand touch point for
NTS. You are responsible for delivering the entire
brand experience to your colleagues, residents and
prospective residents. You are what brings life to the
NTS Brand. Think of yourself as a living, breathing,
walking billboard for NTS, as well as for your own
personal brand.
Brand can be decimated with one poor
communication signal including behavior,
presentation, speech, image, fashion, presence,
greeting, email, vocal tone, body language and nonverbal communication. Without brand consistency in
all actions and thoughts, relationships can quickly dull
and negatively impact both NTS and you personally.
You are the NTS difference.

For example, what does the brand attribute of
legendary excellence sound like? (To colleagues
and residents)

What does legendary excellence…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feel like?
Look like?
Email like?
Dress like?
Eat like?
What is its tone of voice?
How does it follow-up?
What is its daily goal?
How does it network?
How is it groomed?
How does it choose its words?

INTEGRITY
Integrity is what you do when you believe nobody is looking. NTS is intentional about maintaining
integrity with every client interaction. Absent integrity, no true brand exists. You can have the best
image, the right words and a bright smile, but if you do not have integrity, your brand will become
hypocrisy. You can provide luxurious comfort, but without integrity, you cannot achieve legendary
excellence.

BRAND FEELING
The NTS brand feels elegant, successful and exciting. It is always focused on exemplary service.
The properties feel luxuriously comfortable and look unique in every detail, from the landscaping
and décor to every employee onsite. Consistency is felt from distinguished front entrances to the
personal greeting one receives when seeing or greeting someone on the property.
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B R A N D

I M P R E S S I O N S

BRAND PERSONALITY
All greetings begin with hello.
The greeting must reflect each brand attribute.
Your greeting says you care and are interested in
the people you meet or the opposite. This is the
first step in establishing the other person’s value,
which is foundational in creating a loyal relationship.
The decision to create a home at an NTS property
is mostly influenced by you. Your interaction with
prospective residents is perhaps the most vital part
of their decision to make an NTS property their
home. How you make them feel is central to their
decision.
We are always on stage. People typically see you
before they hear you. It takes only a moment for
them to discern whether or not the NTS brand
promise of luxurious comfort, unmatched expertise
and excellence is being met. The initial, authentic
greeting begins before your mouth can say hello.
Your body language, posture, eye contact, smile,
hand shake and demeanor are vital.
Thriving must be represented in the hello. What
does that sound like? It is joyous, entertaining,
inviting and full of energy– not bored, monotone,
distracted, slouching and disinterested. It is
immediate and does not allow for anyone to wait to
be greeted whether they are a prospective resident
or current resident. Thriving means that anyone who
walks into a property is greeted by someone who
immediately stands up from what they are doing.
A distinguished brand sets itself apart from the
competition. Each individual who walks into an NTS

property should feel special and taken care of. Take
a moment to invest in getting to know each resident,
client and prospective resident. Ask open-ended
questions that cannot be answered with a yes or a
no. Taking the time to get to know your client makes
you more like a person and less like a salesperson.
This trusting relationship will build loyalty, longevity
and referrals. They need to know that they are your
first priority. If you are more focused on having a
conversation with another colleague, spending
time on your cell phone, or not lifting up your
eyes to greet them, you are damaging the brand.
Never ignore your residents or colleagues. You are
what makes our residents and others feel special.
Distinguished is grounded in the idea of making a
person feel respected. If you are on the phone for
a work related call and nobody else is near you,
acknowledge the person who has walked in so
they know you will be with them as soon as you are
finished.
Committed requires consistent eye contact, a
quality tone of voice, a strong handshake when
applicable and a presence that exudes experience
and authenticity. Approach everyone with a
personalized, warm and genuine welcome. If
you are not genuine, people will see and feel the
difference. You must believe that you are getting
ready to introduce the resident or prospective
resident to a better and new living experience
they have not experienced in the past. You are the
ambassador for a supreme and thriving property
(Legendary Excellence). You reflect a company that
has unmatched expertise and unequalled service
in all that it does. You must exude those qualities in
every meeting or phone conversation.

Your premium brand had better be delivering something special, or it’s not going to
get the business.
— WARREN BUFFETT
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B R A N D

I M P R E S S I O N S

A great handshake demonstrates confidence. It is
not too hard or too soft, and should last between
2-5 seconds. Practice your handshake if you are in
doubt. Eye-contact should reflect trust and convey
that you have pride in yourself and the property you
represent. Your eye contact should be intentional and
complemented by a genuine smile. Excellence does
not look around the room for someone else to talk to,
but focuses on the individual in front of them, giving
them their full attention.
The way in which you walk toward someone sets the
tone for the meeting. Are you smiling? Are your arms
open or crossed? Your posture should be upright

to convey confidence in yourself, your words, the
service you can provide and the property you are
going to share with them. Exude positive energy and
state that you are excited to serve them. A genuine
conversation is one that people remember. The goal
is to find common ground in order to relate and be
unforgettable. Remember, excellence stands up
to greet a resident, client or prospective resident.
Commitment to the brand means that everyone
needs to create an environment of warmth from the
first meeting. Warmth begins by standing and treating
everyone with respect. Use their names when you
know them, and ask what their names are if you are
meeting them for the first time.
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B R A N D

I M P R E S S I O N S

BRAND VOICE

•

Your tone of voice is as important as the words you
are choosing. Tone takes a statement and either
breathes life into it, or sucks it out. When writing or
speaking you must pay attention to how you are
making the recipient feel.

•

•

What is the tone of voice of excellence?
• Self-assured
• Engaging
• Expert
• Responsive
• Empathetic to residents and clients
When engaging in a conversation in person or on
the phone, your tone of voice should be consistent.
Excellence is always aware of the level of voice (loud
to soft) in any work situation.
•

•

When speaking to a colleague, be mindful
that anyone could overhear your conversation.
Ask yourself if anything you are saying could
be misconstrued. Private matters should be
discussed in private with your colleagues.
Avoid a monotone and flat voice that says, "I'm
bored and have absolutely no interest in what
you're talking about."

•

•
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Always choose topics that are professional in
nature.
Use discretion when speaking to a resident or
client about a sensitive issue or a complaint.
They may not want to broadcast their concern
to other people.
If you do not know the answer to a question,
tell the person you are speaking with that you
will provide him or her the answer within a
suggested period of time. If you are unable
to give them the answer in the designated
time, contact them to ensure them you are
still working on their needs and provide a new
time that you will contact them with an update.
Unrivaled service follows-up quickly and does
not stop until the client’s needs are satisfied.
A phone call may be the only means you have
to convey and sell the brand to a prospective
client or to reaffirm the brand when speaking to
a resident. Tone of voice becomes even more
important because we do not have visual cues
or body language to strengthen our position and
message.
Speak clearly, slowly enough to be understood.
Listen for answers to questions. Ask them
questions to understand what they need.
Remember to smile - a smile is heard through
the phone.
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B R A N D

I M P R E S S I O N S

BRAND TALK
When speaking to a colleague or client, our words
either confirm our brand or damage it, even potentially
destroying the brand you have worked to build. It takes
years to build a successful brand and only moments to
diminish its value.
• Excellence is always deliberate in its choice of
words.
• Maintain an appropriate level of friendly
professionalism even when the other party
is not professional.
• If the other party becomes agitated,
frustrated or angry, continue to keep your
composure and if need be, tell them you
will think about how to best handle their
request and ask for a time to meet later at
their convenience. The goal of excellence
and unrivaled service is to diffuse any
circumstance where emotions may
escalate the situation.
• Avoid words like “um,” “like,” “got”
• Be aware that excellence never gossips, and is
always uplifting and aware of its surroundings.
• Commit to quality and have quality conversations
with substance.
• Ask questions to engage others, and wait for the
other party to answer before responding or offering
suggestions.
• Confirm that the NTS brand is focused on
extraordinarily responsive service.
• Begin with listening for successful brand
conversations.
• Set expectations on response times and follow
through on those times.
• Focus your team on presenting a united front
with the chief purpose of serving your residents
and clients.

DISTINGUISHED

E

RIE
XPE

LEGENDARY
EXCELLENCE

NCE

D

THRIVING

COMMITTED

Remember who you are talking to and try to relate
specifically to them to share our story in
a way that they need to hear it:
• What is important to them?
• What would excite or help them?
• How much time do they have?
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B R A N D

I M P R E S S I O N S

EMAIL COMMUNICATION
Voicemail, email, and Internet usage are solely for
the purpose of conducting NTS business. An email
sent internally or externally should be professional
and efficient. All emails to clients, colleagues,
vendors, residents and prospective residents should
maintain a consistent brand message. A poorlyworded email can significantly damage brand value
quickly.
• Proofread every message. Grammar and
spelling are of the utmost importance.
• To avoid sending an unfinished or unchecked
email, add the recipient’s email address last.
• Emails sent with errors show a lack of respect
for the one receiving the email and diminish the
quality of the brand.
• Because they are difficult to read and
comprehend, avoid using all capital letters,
all small letters, incorrect or nonexistent
punctuation, shorthand, idioms, emoticons,
unfamiliar acronyms, and slang.
• Be aware that your email may be forwarded on
to more than the intended receiver. With that in
mind, never say anything in your email that you
would not say to someone in person.
• If you are discussing sensitive information, ask
yourself if a phone call would be best. When in
doubt, pick up the phone and call.
• If you are unsure, ask a friend or colleague
to read your email and give you feedback on
the tone.

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Always include a clear, direct subject line. If the
topic of the email changes, subject lines can
change with the topic.
In all messages, including reply emails, your
email signature needs to contain key company
details, and any disclaimer. This should be
provided for you and used with each email.
Before emailing a large number of people, ask
yourself whether they all need to receive it.
Replying All can be a waste of time and hinder
efficiency.
Be cautious with humor as it can easily be lost
in translation without the visual cues of facial
expressions and vocal tone.
Return emails within 24 hours at the latest.
If an email is received before noon, the goal for
a response is before the end of business, the
same day.
If an email is received after 12pm, the goal for
a response should be before noon the next
business day.
Prospective emails and phone calls are a
priority.
The response time should be before noon if
they are received in the morning, or by end
of business the same day if received before
4:30pm.
If emails or messages are left on Sunday, they
should be returned by 10am Monday morning.
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PERSONAL PHONE CALLS/SOCIAL MEDIA
You are now aware that your personal brand is always center stage. If you need to take a personal call or have
a private conversation, be aware of your surroundings and find a private area to have the discussion. Personal
calls and social media posts can be done on break times. Personal cell phones should be set to silent (not
vibrate) upon arriving to work. The vibrating or ringing can be a distraction for you and others.
Friendships with vendors and residents are discouraged. Your personal posts either build or discredit your
personal brand and can affect the NTS brand when you are friends on social media.

B R A N D

I M A G E
People are loyal to people, not
properties, NTS has entrusted
you with their properties. They
know you are what makes an NTS
property more than just a home. A
thriving company is never outdated,
in disrepair, cluttered or messy.
Maintaining an overall image that
is exciting and prosperous requires
planning and attention to detail.

Proper preparation each morning is of the utmost
importance. Before the doors open for business,
all preparation and backroom functions should be
completed. This sets the tone for your commitment to
quality and service each day. Unrivaled service means
that we are prepared to begin serving our clients and
residents immediately upon opening the doors, without
distractions and unfinished business. Excellence sets
a high standard across all functions, and this includes
even the smallest tasks.
People will never assume that you will take care of
them, and their living space, better than you will take
care of your own personal workspace. Mistakes or
disorganized spaces send a message to our clients
that we are not qualified to take care of them, their
homes and their concerns, in the manner that we have
promised them we will.
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Brand is visual
and people make
assumptions about
you, your performance
and the company
simply by viewing your
desk, workspace or
common area.
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I M A G E

Preparation includes coming to work with an image that
is ready for the doors to open.
• Finishing your morning routine at work; styling hair,
changing clothes, putting on makeup and shaving
is not appropriate for the workplace.
• A clean and organized workspace confirms
the brand of success for our residents, colleagues
and prospective residents when they visit the
company. This includes the space under your desk
or any space you perceive may not be seen.
• Chewing gum in a business situation when
interacting with co-workers, residents or the general
public is discouraged. It can be a distraction and is
impossible to conceal during a conversation.
• Wet hair sends the message that you either ran late
or do not care.
• Your brand environment communicates your brand
even when you aren’t there, for example, when
someone goes to look for you in your office, even

•

•
•
•
•
•

if you aren’t sitting there when they arrive, they are
forming an opinion of you from what they see.
Closets, workspaces, restrooms, break rooms,
maintenance shops, personal vehicles and any
other visible area need to be organized and clean
at all times.
Workspaces confirm or lower the standard for
excellence that NTS has promised.
Personal items on display in your workspace should
be appropriate, tasteful and kept to a minimum.
Sensitive information must be protected at all times
from anyone who may pass by; this includes other
employees, cleaning crews and visitors.
All sensitive/confidential materials should be
removed from your desk when you leave for
the day.
Golf carts need to be maintained and clean at
all times.
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I M A G E

BRAND IMAGE | MAINTENANCE TEAMS
You are an integral part of this team and your
personal brand is of the utmost importance. Our
residents may interact with you more than they do
anyone else, and your relationship with them is one
that needs to build trust and loyalty. You have an
even greater responsibility to live out the brand as
you serve our residents in their living spaces. Being
invited into a home comes with a great deal of trust,
and your prompt response is as important as your
demeanor, image, communication and respect.
Kindness is valued just as much as promptness.
We strive to be responsive, but when asked, many
residents will tell you that they value feeling safe and
being cared for by someone who is trustworthy and
attentive. Consistency in our clothing, grooming and
communication conveys trust to our residents.
As you interact with residents, or simply walk across
the property, you are the living, breathing part of our
brand that either confirms to our residents that they
made the right choice with an NTS property or that
they did not. You may be seen when you believe
nobody is watching. With each action you are
building trust and delivering on the promises NTS
has made.

NAME TAGS
•
•
•

Wearing a name tag announces who you are to
our residents and creates a sense of security.
Name tags should be worn at all times, be clean
and look professional.
An innovative team always keeps an extra
uniform on site. Whether your uniform becomes
dirty, wet or damaged, you will want to change.

UNIFORM
•
•
•

•
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Quality is reflected in the clothing you wear and
consistency creates trust.
Replace any clothing, belts or boots that are
beyond repair or are ruined while working.
Shirts need to be tucked in. If they are worn out,
torn, stained, stretched out and generally look
unprofessional, it will send a message that your
work is the same.
Belts need to be worn daily and be in good
shape. Belts must fit properly - they should fit
on the second or third hole. No tears, rips,
stains or discoloration on the belts themselves.
Belts should be professional in nature and
should not be worn with belt buckles (large
or small), other than the clasp that the belt
comes with.
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I M A G E

Visual image can harm brand value – and your
value. Nothing affects a first impression more than
clothing and image. Your clothes are talking for
you before you have ever said a word, and they
are telling your story. You must ask yourself each
morning as you get dressed what you want your
image to tell the world about you, your abilities and
NTS. You know you already have a brand, but your
image will either confirm to the world who you are or
lie to the world about who you are. Small mistakes
can send a message that you don’t care, are
careless or not worthy of trust.
Body language can easily be misinterpreted,
especially when you believe nobody can see you.
You are always on stage, even when walking to
and from your vehicle or across the property. What
do you do and how do you act when you perceive
nobody is looking? Arms that are crossed tell the
world you are closed off and unsure of yourself.
This is a people business, and even the smallest
message telling others that you are closed off can
damage the brand message of unrivaled service.
Non-Verbal Communication is anything you do other
than speaking, including facial expressions, posture
and gestures. It accounts for about 55% of what is
perceived and understood by others.
Facial expressions are easily misinterpreted. One
may argue that your ‘thinking’ or ‘listening’ face is
rude. You should have an idea of how your facial
expressions are being interpreted. It is an easy
visual cue to forget about, but one that can make
an incredible difference when trying to successfully
communicate with others.
Ask yourself, when someone sees you, what do
you want them to assume about you? That you
are intelligent, accomplished, successful, kind,
competent and ensure excellence in all you do?
What does that image look like? What do success
and quality wear and how do they wear it? Your
image should say, I like who I am, I like what I do
and I am confident in my ability.

OR

If you had to choose a box to take home, which
one would it be? Would it be the Tiffany box or the
crushed cardboard box? Why?
Do you perceive the value of the contents inside of
the Tiffany box to be greater than the cardboard
box?
How do you wrap yourself in the morning? People
perceive value simply based upon what they
perceive your image is telling them. You are valuable
and you have unique talents and gifts, so wrap
yourself up in the morning with the goal of telling
the world that you have great value. Fashion is
more than clothing; it tells your story. An image can
destroy brand value and take years to rebuild.
Image is more than gaining trust. An exciting brand
inspires hope. You work where others live. Every
day you have the choice and ability to brighten
someone’s day. Your image tells the world around
you whether you care or are simply existing.
YOUR IMAGE:
• Affects quality of behavior
• Instills or destroys creativity
• Shows leadership or squelches it
• Inspires integrity or diminishes it
• Shows compassion or destroys it
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B R A N D

I M A G E

BRAND IMAGE I MEN AND WOMEN
Excellence is seen in the fit of garments. Fit is
vital for professionalism and is the most important
element of image. If garments are too large or
too small, people may assume you are careless,
unprofessional or do not care. Your fashion and
image should become the standard upon which
others follow.

•

•
•

Integrity and quality are shown through the
condition of clothing. Anything that is torn,
damaged, dirty, too short, excessively tight or
frayed is unacceptable.
All seams need be finished.
Any clothing that has words, terms, or pictures
is not professional.

INTEGRITY IS NOT
Visible undergarments
Sloppy dress
Weekend clothing (jersey for women)
Wrinkled clothing
Unfinished lines
Loose clothing
Faded colors
Tattered seams
Anything that resembles a 100% cotton t-shirt.
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BRAND IMAGE I MEN AND WOMEN
A professional and polished appearance is encouraged and confirms an experienced environment.
Good grooming is necessary for success and portraying a thriving culture. Personal grooming is just
as important as what you wear.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well-groomed hairstyle for men and women. Clean, trimmed and neatly arranged
Well-brushed teeth and fresh breath
Good personal hygiene
Cleaned and trimmed fingernails
No chipped nail polish
Facial hair for men should be freshly shaven and beard/mustache neatly groomed
Ear, nose and neck hair and eyebrows should be cut and groomed appropriately
No visible body piercings should be seen beyond ear piercings for women
Minimal perfume or cologne should be worn
Remember that some people may be allergic to the chemicals in perfumes or colognes
Keep your pockets empty and as much as possible avoid tinkling coins or keys and bulges
Cover tattoos and body piercings
Makeup can polish an appearance, but an excess can be unprofessional
A long running national study conducted by two sociologists, Jaclyn Wong of the University of Chicago and
Andrew Penner of the University of California at Irvine, confirms that women who wear makeup to work get
paid more.
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DRESS PANTS
• Well-cut dress pants should be professional in nature including the fabric choice.
• Pants with material similar to Dockers are too casual.
• Pants should not be too baggy or too tight.
• Length is important in helping to create the proper fit. Tip: If pants extend almost all
the way to the floor, it creates an elongated look for most body types. The rise length
is also an important factor for fit. The rise can create a sloppy look if it is too long and
bags between the legs.
• Inappropriate slacks or pants include any that are too informal, drag on the floor, look
like jeans or have multiple pockets.
• Informal also includes sweatpants, exercise pants, shorts, bib overalls, leggings,
jeggings and any spandex material pants.
• Dress pants can be like the trendier ones shown here (Slightly shorter length
and slimmer).
• Capris, or any pant above the ankle bone, is not considered professional dress.

FASHION DON’TS
If you are wearing something that would be appropriate for walking on
the beach, is sheer, has embellishments or sequins, it is unprofessional.

SKIRTS AND DRESSES
• Professional dresses and skirts should be at a length in which you
can sit comfortably.
• Tip: Right above, or below the knee, is always acceptable and
professional.
• A sheath or shift dress with or without a cardigan or jacket is
professional.
• Short or tight skirts are inappropriate for work. Mini-skirts, skorts,
sun dresses, beach dresses, and spaghetti-strap dresses are
also inappropriate for the office.

UNPROFESSIONAL V. PROFESSIONAL
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BLAZERS
• Blazers always communicate quality and success.
• Colorful, patterned and bright are acceptable and convey
a thriving environment.

This is an example of an outfit that is too casual. A dress, jacket and boots must be
professional in nature. Simply because you are wearing a dress does not mean that
it is work appropriate.

UNPROFESSIONAL
• A casual, zippered sweatshirt style jacket is not professional.
• Anything resembling a sweatshirt or a t-shirt is too informal.
This black t-shirt is still not professional even though it is paired
with dress slacks.
• Inappropriate tops for work include midriff tops, tank tops,
shirts with words, terms, logos, pictures, cartoons, or slogans;
halter tops, bare shoulders or plunging necklines or golf-type
shirts (unless provided for a special event).

CARDIGANS AND JACKETS
Cardigans should be in good shape without pills.
Professional blouses and shells in solid colors are a good investment
as it allows for a large variety of mix and match outfits.
• Professional blouses can be worn with or without jackets.

CARDIGAN EXAMPLES
• A cardigan can be perceived as a casual garment, but when
paired with an outfit that is professional it will balance the look.
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BLOUSES AND PROFESSIONAL SHIRTS
Professional blouses and shirts can show your personality,
but should not be informal or casual.
• The options seen here can be worn with or without
jackets or cardigans.
• Any blouses or shirts that reveal the stomach, full back,
cleavage or chest, beachwear, exercise wear otherwise
revealing attire are inappropriate.
• Patterns and pops of color are appropriate and professional.
• Button down shirts need to fit without pulling or gaping
between buttons.
PROFESSIONAL SHOES
Dress boots or dress booties, professional flats, loafers and wedges, dress heels, peep toe heels and
backless shoes are acceptable for work. Colorful shoes, as long as they are professional, are appropriate.

INNAPROPRIATE SHOES
Athletic shoes, tennis shoes, thongs, flip-flops, UGG style boots, casual or rain boots, unprofessional
wedges (cork or rope heels), casual slip-on or tie shoes and flat sandals.

ACCESSORIES AND JEWELRY
Scarves, belts, handbags and jewelry must be professional in nature.
Jewelry should be worn in good taste and kept on the conservative side.
Watches are always a professional finishing touch. Jewelry that jangles
or makes noise when you move may not be considered professional.
Choosing one statement piece, whether it is earrings or a necklace,
is better than multiple large pieces. Too much jewelry can be a distraction
within a professional environment. Handbags that fall over, do not stand
on their own or lack shape may be too casual and say sloppy.
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PROFESSIONAL SHIRTS
Fit is of the utmost importance when it comes to professional shirts. Excellence is not distracting. An outfit
that is too large or too small can damage trust and question our commitment to excellence and quality.
• All shirts should be clean and neatly pressed without wrinkles.
• The undershirt should not be showing beneath the collar.
• If the shirt material bags around the waist, on the arm, near the
wrist or gathers underneath the armpit, it is too large and ill-fitting.
• The collar should graze the neck, but not constrict movement.
If your shirt turns with you when you turn your head, it is too tight.
• A quarter to a half inch of your shirt cuff should be visible when
worn with a jacket.
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PROFESSIONAL SLACKS
Key errors in pant fit include inseam length, rise length and leg fit.
Whether you choose a pleated or straight leg look, there are certain
fit guidelines that ensure you are wearing a professional slack.
• Dress slacks should not be tight in the leg nor should they billow
or bag around the legs.
• If you choose a pleated and/or cuffed slack, they need to
have a flawless fit. Pleats and cuffs can make you look larger
if the leg fit and break are not precise.
• Small patterns are interesting and can be paired with shirt
and jacket patterns for an innovative look.
• These slacks may look professional, but the added buttons
near the pockets, the flap pockets and casual material excludes
them from the work category.
• How your pants meet your shoes is the called the break.
The break needs to look like one of the examples to the right.
The full break can look sloppy if done improperly. When in
doubt, choose half or quarter break.
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JACKET
The jacket, whether a suit jacket or a sport coat, will create a
distinguished look if done properly.
• The shoulder seam should lie on top of the shoulder and have
no visible pulling or divots.
• About 2cm of the shirt should be revealed by the jacket collar.
• When arms are folded, there should not be any visible pulling
across the shoulders.
• Similarly, when the jacket is buttoned, it should not pull across
the stomach creating an X shape.
• The arm hole should be high enough to avoid bunching, but
comfortable enough for movement.
• The arm should be able to move somewhat freely from the
jacket.
• When wearing a two button suit or jacket, the top button
should be the only one buttoned.
• When wearing a three button suit, only the middle button
should be buttoned.
• The buttoned button should never fall below the naval.
• The length of the jacket should cover the rear.

BLAZERS
• Blazers always communicate quality and success.
• Colorful, patterned and bright are acceptable and
convey a thriving environment.
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ACCESSORIES
Belts and shoes should be matching or at least complementary in color. Multi-tone shoes like the ones shown
here are a good investment as they can be worn with brown, gray, taupe and navy slacks. Shoes should be
polished with no visible scuffs.
All of these shoes are professional, appropriate and versatile. They can be worn with suits, slacks, dress chino
style pants and dress jeans.
Belts that are worn with suits and slacks should be dressy in nature. There is a difference between a jean belt
and a slack belt. These examples are for your slacks – they do not have to be boring, but can have different
materials and patterns to create a more interesting look.
All accessories should say professional and up-to-date. Pens, briefcases, portfolios, tie clips, computer bags,
watches and all accessories tell others about you, your ability and the company.
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TIES
Width, length and pattern are important when choosing a tie.
• The bottom of the tie should just cover the top of your belt
buckle.
• When coordinating a patterned tie and shirt, ensure that
the patterns are not the same size. The shirt pattern should
be noticeably smaller or larger than the tie.
• The pinstriped shirt pattern is easily worn with a larger
striped tie going in a different direction, paisley or even
with a dotted style pattern.
• Smaller scale patterns are easier to pair with other patterns
and bold colors. If you buy shirts with small or no pattern,
you will be able to pair most ties without issue.
• Larger patterns need to be on their own, worn with the
smallest of patterns or no pattern at all. You do not want
two different designs to clash.
• The pattern should be your main focal point. If you are
wearing a bold, dotted or thick striped tie for example,
let that be the only attention-grabbing pattern on your body.
As a general rule of thumb, establish the primary color of your shirt and then choose a tie that has the same
color within the pattern.

The width of the tie should be in proportion to your body shape.
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